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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing brings for higher educational institution a wide range of benefits with new capabilities to incorporate in the educational process. However, the cloud services are vulnerable to a variety of security challenges.

One of the key challenges that educational institutions face in adopting cloud computing technologies is a provisioning of a secure cloud infrastructure.

In this paper, the authors discover some cloud benefits in the education sector and discuss limitations of main cloud services as well as highlight security challenges that institutions face when utilizing cloud technologies.

The survey was conducted in variety educational institutions to study the views of stakeholders on the cloud security vulnerabilities and approaches used to overcome.

Finally, this paper provides baseline recommendations to avoid security risks efficiently when adopting cloud computing in institutions of higher education.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing plays an important role in improving the quality of education to achieve required performance by offering many benefits for education such as providing low-cost infrastructure, flexibility, scalability, collaboration, and ease-of-use. Furthermore, it allows users to store their critical information and access it on-demand from anywhere via the internet [1]. The cloud services and applications enable users to store and access their local data in the remote data center by using their personal computers, or mobile devices [2].

In higher educational institutions, the stakeholder term refers to anyone who has access to educational services, including students, lecturers, researchers, staff members, etc. Figure 1 shows the main stakeholders of cloud computing in higher educational institutions.

1.1 Cloud Deployment Models
Cloud computing deployment models were defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and classified into four common modes; private, public, hybrid and community clouds [3].

Fig. 1: Stakeholders of cloud in an educational institution.

Private cloud is deployed inside the boundary of the organization and is provisioned for exclusive use by specific consumers, its data and services cannot be accessed from outside of an organization.

Public cloud is owned and managed by a business, academic, or government organizations that provide cloud services for open use to the public.

The hybrid cloud is a composition of both public and private clouds characteristics.

In the community cloud, the infrastructure and services are provisioned for use by the specific community of consumers or among several organizations that have same mission or target. It can be operated and managed internally in the community or by a third party.

1.2 Cloud Computing Characteristics
According to the NIST definition, the cloud computing services entail about five essential characteristics; on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service. Here, we will discuss in details the fundamental education-based characteristics of cloud computing:

On-demand self-service: The diversity of users in educational institutions leads to a variety of functionality and
performed operations. In this case, the stakeholder requires freedom to provision cloud services or resources that they wish to use whenever needed without requiring direct interaction with the service provider. Usually, the user online configures and manages resources under on-demand environment through a web-based self-service interface.

**Broad network access:** The cloud services and resources must be widely accessible from anywhere by heterogeneous platforms such as laptops, tablets, mobile phones, etc. This ubiquitous access is established using standard access mechanisms and protocol. To enable this level of access in educational sectors requires that services be tailored according to demands of different cloud users.

**Resource Pooling:** The cloud providers pool large-scale computing resources and services to serve multiple users separately on a logical level. This multi-tenant model relies on virtualization technology where resources are dynamically assigned and re-assigned according to cloud user demand. A multi-tenant environment is promoting location-independence whereby the user has no knowledge where data is being located or stored.

**Rapid elasticity:** The cloud services or resources provisioned to the user can be scaled up and down rapidly based on the user policy and requirements, with no impact on the application or any human interaction. In this case, different stakeholders in an institution like students, faculties, and administrative staff can access and employ resources as needed with exact capacity and at any time.

**Measured services:** The usage of cloud services or resources must be monitored, metered permanently by a performance with the pay-per-use feature. This report about resources usage is provided transparency for both the service provider and user.

**Resiliency:** Resilient computing is the ability to recover failure and disaster of cloud resources by using multiple redundant implementations of cloud services across physical locations. Multiple redundant sites support continuity and improve the reliability and performance of cloud computing processing. If any of cloud resources becomes deficient, other redundant resources are implemented automatically.

**Cost effectiveness:** The cloud services and resources are cost effective as compared to local infrastructure. Its costs are shared between multiple users from same or different locations.

### 1.3 Cloud Service Models

In general, three main types of services the user in the educational institution can gain when access cloud. Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [4]. These services are built on the cloud upon each other as shown in figure 2.

![Cloud service models](image)

**Fig. 2: Cloud service models.**

In the SaaS model, users gain access anytime and from anywhere to applications provided and managed by the service provider. Currently, SaaS is considered the most interested for stockholders in education. Google Drive, Twitter, Dropbox, YouTube, and OneDrive are general examples of cloud-based services. Both Microsoft and Google provide some services that are suited for education such as Live@edu and Google Apps.

In PaaS, the service provider offers for developers development tools to build or customize their applications or services in the cloud independent of the platform to run. The best-known example of PaaS is the Google App Engine where a developer can install and customize their applications using Python language.

IaaS is a self-service model, the cloud vendor allows developers to access, monitor and manage computing resources (processors, storage, networks, etc.) in the data center remotely, and use them to run own operating systems and applications. The big advantage of using IaaS is that it offers an on-demand data center without requiring you to purchase or install new expensive equipment. Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud is one common example of IaaS.

### 1.4 Cloud Benefits in Educational Institutions

There are various advantages may be granted when adopting cloud computing technologies in higher education institutions. Some universities have adopted cloud computing in their programs for economic purposes, while other institutions use the cloud to provide scalable and flexible IT services [5].

The key benefits of cloud computing in education can be categorized according to stakeholders who use cloud resources and services in higher education institutions:

#### 1.4.1 Benefits for students:

The first beneficiary of the cloud technology in the educational institutions must be students [6]. Some of the cloud benefits directed to students are reviewed:

- Cloud computing releases services for students with new capabilities that were not served well by traditional ways. Nowadays, the students can store anything electronically such as their schedule, class notes, reports and any other documents. Furthermore, they able to back up their files to the cloud and retrieve them when needed.

- Students can earn e-copy of textbooks and have access to quality learning materials of their courses. This solves the problem of the student’s reluctance
to gain textbooks due to their high-cost prices. Furthermore, cloud-based textbooks solve the problem of using outdated materials in many of institutions and allow students to access the most updated learning resources.

- The lab’s applications and auxiliary resources that may be implemented on the Internet enable students to perform lab’s tasks from anywhere and by low-cost personal devices. Therefore, the students do not need anymore to buy expensive hardware or install special software.
- Students have the opportunity to access the system easily at any time to get courses online, attend the online exam, and upload their assignments and projects through the cloud to the instructors.
- Real-time collaboration between students themselves as a team or between students and their instructors on the other hand.

1.4.2 Benefits for faculty

The faculty also can get various advantages over cloud-based applications [7]:

- Cloud technology offers for instructors an easy and flexible platform to prepare their course tutorials, presentations, conferences, articles, etc.
- The faculty may be able to exchange experiences by establishing remote seminars to overcome the lack of skills among some faculty members.
- Providing opportunities for instructors to work from home and use their own devices to finish assignments, prepare on-line tests, grading, and scheduling.
- Collaboration with other instructors and sharing educational resources to avoid conflict and duplication of effort.
- Getting feedback from students about the educational process.
- Cloud provides for researchers a discussion area and accessibility to global computing resources and sufficient storage capacity.

Even though the great benefits of using cloud computing in educational institutions, there are some challenges that hinder the wide scale adoption of this technology in various sectors of the university. In the current circumstances, it is not easy to track the variety security issues in cloud computing environments.

The security issues are related mainly to three key requirements: confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

The confidentiality is defined as a set of rules that prevent unauthorized user from accessing sensitive information, while integrity is a way to protect data from being modified by unauthorized user and ensure that data are retrieved accurately and trustworthy, and the availability concerned with enabling authorized users to access data reliably when needed, especially during difficult circumstances and emergencies [8].

This study aims to address the key security challenges of adopting cloud computing in higher education institutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The literature review is mentioned in the next section. Section III presents an overview of the security issues in the cloud service models. In section IV, the security challenges and risks are discussed. The survey results and discussion are presented in section V. Finally, section VI provides helpful recommendations to avoid security challenges efficiently for adopting cloud computing in higher educational institutions.

2. LITERATURES REVIEW

The security challenges and privacy issues are one of the main topics that recently researchers focus on for adopting cloud computing in education.

The [9] explored the benefits of the cloud computing in educational institutions and advantages provided by the cloud.

The authors in [10] address the general security issues related to the core technologies used in cloud computing, such as APIs, virtualization, Internet protocols, etc. in addition to discussing some cloud-specific issues which are introduced with the advent of cloud computing.

In [11], software engineering and information systems design approaches was adopted to identify the generic principles of a cloud environment and control relevant vulnerabilities and threats.

The authors in [12] proposed a framework aims to treat the security issues by establishing a relationship among the cloud service providers in which the data about possible threats can be generated based on the previous attacks on other providers. While [13] focuses on the lack of security considerations in Service Level Agreements and main security threats and vulnerabilities. The framework was developed based on collected information from security experts, practitioners, service providers and their clients.

The systematic literature review and interviews with experts have been conducted in [14] to study security issues and challenges and identify gaps between the researchers’ interests and what practitioners deem important.

The authors in [15] paper reviewed the literature on challenges of adoption cloud computing in institutions and universities. The authors proposed an integrated reference model based on the challenges in the literature integrated with Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to investigate the factors influence the users’ attitudes and behaviours toward using cloud education services in universities.

In [16] authors studied the challenges towards public cloud and possibility of replacing it with private cloud. In addition, they have described how to set up a private cloud in an educational institution and prove how private cloud solutions may increase the utilization of resources, minimize risks, and improve data security.

A methodological and theoretical study is presented in [17] to seek the views of key stakeholders on the issue of cloud information security within higher educational institutions in South African. The authors demonstrate the importance of trust as a cloud computing adoption factor. A trust-centric conceptual framework is proposed for understanding and evaluating cloud computing adoption in Higher Education contexts.

In [18] the questionnaire was conducted to explore the views of students towards cloud applications and services utilized in education.

Factors that have an effect on the cloud adoption by higher education were identified in [19]. Significant factors were
found in this context are; relative advantage, complexity, and data concern.

In [20], the authors have described the demand for understanding the impact of cloud computing in computer science higher education. A number of education strategies including key knowledge areas have been identified for teaching cloud computing.

The authors in [21] have identified three critical computing education categories and described the solutions towards some challenging issues.

A SWOT analysis of the impact of the cloud computing on higher education methodologies has demonstrated in [22]. A SWOT analysis provides a helpful guide for higher education institutions when considering the migration to cloud-based systems.

In [23], a five-phase strategy has been presented for adapting cloud computing in higher education. The authors have proposed a cloud computing architecture for higher education institutions containing the various deployment models, service models and user domain.

3. LIMITATIONS IN CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

This section focuses on some limitations related to cloud service models that disserve adopting cloud computing in higher educational institutions [24], [25], [26], [27].

3.1 Limitations in SaaS

Two key limitations may effect on deploying applications under SaaS model: data locality, and integrity. Generally, the user does not know where the service provider stores data and how can be assured that no one can modify it. The lack of trust between cloud user and provider is a critical issue that should be addressed when using SaaS.

As a result, to avoid data leakage in the educational institutions the computer center in the university may host the SaaS application on its own private server or deploy it on infrastructure services provided by trusted third-party provider such as Amazon, Google, etc. For these reasons, most of higher educational institutions involved in this survey are using a private cloud, rather than public or hybrid cloud as shown in figure 3.

![Fig. 3: Cloud models deployed in surveyed institutions](image_url)

3.2 Limitations in PaaS

Although PaaS platforms provide flexibility for developers in educational institutions to accelerate development of new SaaS applications and migrate them to the cloud. However, the developers might face some challenges when using PaaS platforms.

First, the cost is increased due to adding some new features enable developers to add and control own cloud-based applications.

Another serious problem that faces PaaS users is lock-in programming models and high-level services with the vendor who provides service. These models and services are depending on particular environment and need to be completely rewritten when migrating to another PaaS environment. This less portability reduces user’s freedom to migrate to another platform.

On the other hand, despite the fact that developers are able to build and control their applications on top of the platform, but they don’t know any think about security below the platform which still is assigned by the service provider.

3.3 Limitations in IaaS

Compared with first two service models, IaaS provides for user better control on security issues. The main factor should be considered the reliability of stored data in the provider’s resources.

The duty of IaaS model security is divided between service providers and their customers. The provider’s responsibility involves main security controls such as physical and virtual environmental security. In turn, the cloud user is responsible for applying the suit security controls associated with software including operating system, developed applications and data.

Virtualization technology is a fundamental of IaaS model. In a virtualization environment, when users are utilizing the shared infrastructure resources, this may lead to a cross-tenant attack. In this case, the attacker gains root-level access and then penetrates most of the tenants’ accounts in the cloud.

4. SECURITY CHALLENGES AND RISKS

Organizers in education sector are wishing to use cloud services that are not radically different from those services that totally managed within their own centers. However, they are in fact facing a range of substantial new challenges.

This section addresses the critical security and privacy-related challenges and risks in cloud computing.

To understand and successfully address the cloud security issues and its challenges in higher educational institutions, we need to investigate various aspects of cloud challenges such as threats, risks, and attack models.

Challenges in cloud computing are categorized into four main aspects; Network, Access control, Cloud infrastructure, and Data Security [28], [29], [30].

4.1 Network Security

In this category, we are discussing security-related issues of a transmission medium through which the user can connect to cloud infrastructure. Provisioning secure medium prevents leakage of sensitive information during transmission.

The most security challenges are associated with the network used as long as cloud-computing operations are totally depending on networks by which the users migrate their data to cloud servers.

As data are stored at the remote cloud server, the service provider has to provide for users a protection ways to keep data in safe from a traditional network-based attack such as DoS, Man-in-the-Middle attack, IP spoofing, packet sniffing, port scanning, etc. Table 1 below describes most of the possible attacks threaten cloud computing services.
Table 1. Traditional threats on cloud computing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threats</th>
<th>Risk Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>In Denial-of-Service attack, the attacker flooding the server with traffic in order to make services or resources unavailable to cloud users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>A Distributed Denial of Service attack is an attempt to make services unavailable by overwhelming it with traffic from multiple machines that are distributed across the Internet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MitM</td>
<td>A Man-in-the-Middle attack is a type of eavesdropping attack where an intruder inserts himself into a conversation between two parties, intercepts sensitive information from users, and then passes it to the third party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP Spoofing</td>
<td>IP Spoofing is a way to gain unauthorized access to the server, whereby an attacker illegally impersonates an IP address of trusted host to conceal his identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Sniffing</td>
<td>Packet sniffer or analyzer is commonly used to diagnose network-related problems. However, an attacker to capture and analyze all transmitted sensitive information can also use it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Scanning</td>
<td>Attacker sends queries to search for vulnerable ports on the server and attempts to identify kind of used service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Hijacking</td>
<td>An attacker can hijack an active session and masquerade as one of the conversation parties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phishing</td>
<td>Phishing is the attempt to steal sensitive user data such as usernames, passwords, and credit card details. It occurs when an attacker, impersonate an identity of a trusted entity and fools a victim to open an email, or reading an instant message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to the risks of network security in a cloud environment, hacking and intrusion are increased. This requires the use of strong network security techniques such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols. Furthermore, adequate rules in firewall router, auditable access rights, and some security policies must be implemented to secure system and avoid service hijacking.

4.2 Access Control
Access Control includes important security issues such as authentication, identification, and authorization.

Since authorized users have access to the cloud via Internet, this increases security risks in cloud computing. The insecure interface of the web application is vulnerable to expose an educational institution to unauthorized access. Furthermore, weak authentication mechanism might increase the possibility of an unauthorized access to data or services which are globally accessible and shared with other users through the multi-tenancy cloud.

For this reason, using strong authentication mechanism is a basic and mandatory requirement for any cloud system to ensure the privacy of user information and data stored on a cloud provider’s server.

The primary responsibility of the service provider is to protect cloud service and user data against unauthorized access. In current best practices, some good security solutions are recommended to avoid penetration such as VPNs technology, Privileged Access Management, Next Generation Firewalls, etc.

4.3 Cloud Infrastructure
This category entails issues related to the physical equipment used as a backbone for cloud infrastructure as well as the virtual software used to operate cloud resources.

The cloud infrastructure involves main features of cloud service models and is particularly associated with virtualization environment. Virtualization is a fundamental technology used by cloud vendors to achieve multi-tenant architecture, where it divides the computing resources of cloud server into multiple execution environments [31].

The virtualization-based cloud is not safe due to multi-user shared environment, where all virtual instances are on the same physical machine.

One of the virtualization security challenges faces cloud system is a lack of VM protection, because multiple VMs located on the same computer, you cannot put a hardware protection device such as a firewall between them. Another challenge is due to a dynamic environment where VMs are created, terminated, or moved to another place automatically, which make very hard to monitor traffic and determine if the attack is accruing [32].

Common attacks that might threaten cloud infrastructure are Theft-of-Service, DoS, Malware Injection, Cross-VM Side Channel, Phishing, Botnets, and VM rollback attack.

4.4 Data Security
Data Security risks constitute the biggest challenge for adopting cloud computing in higher education institution. Some institutions still prefer to store their critical data into own repositories instead of moving them to a remote cloud.

The cloud service providers have to prove to customers their ability to deal with various challenges related to data security.

Several security issues have been identified and classified according to data states in the cloud: Data-at-Rest and Data-in-Transit [33]. Data at rest refers to the data stored in the cloud servers, which need to be protected and to validate that an unauthorized user has not altered the data stored in the cloud. Especially, when data stored far away with no physical control over it such as in public cloud.

In the state of Data-in-Transit, the possibility of data loss or leakage occurring is increased when travelling from one location to another.

The major risk might face data security is the use of inappropriate encryption protocol and weak key in the cloud environment.

5. SURVEY RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In this section, we review and discuss the results obtained through the questionnaire conducted in variety universities that have adopted cloud computing. This data collection method is used to identify the point of view of stakeholders at universities on the cloud security vulnerabilities and
approaches used to overcome. Faculty members, Master students, and IT staff completed the questionnaire. Around 64% of universities covered by the survey are cloud beneficiary, whereas only 36% of them are cloud service provider.

We have noticed when reviewing the questionnaire responses that many of the respondents are not familiar with security risks that threaten their cloud or security mechanisms used to avoid. This indicates that those who responsible for cloud computing do not educate stakeholders about security issues related to their cloud computing.

The security-related survey consists of the following multiple-choice questions:

Q1. Which are the currently identified challenges regarding privacy and confidentiality in your cloud computing?

The responses on this question are distributed as shown in figure 4. The result shows 22.4% of respondents see that security issues related to virtualization represent a challenge to cloud computing, whereas 20.6% think that encryption method used in the cloud may be a real challenge. While a lower number of respondents have selected data outsourcing (14%) and legal issues (11.2%) as challenges for cloud computing in their universities.

Q2. What are the common vulnerabilities that your cloud environment suffers from?

On this question, one-third of participants didn’t have enough information about cloud computing architecture and vulnerabilities that might threaten their network, as shown in figure 5, while the rest of responses were distributed among the specified common vulnerabilities as follow; weak authentication and authorization services (17.8%), poor key management and control (15%), and other vulnerabilities that selected in the same proportions.

Q3. Specify which of the following attacks threaten your cloud computing?

This question allows the participant in the questionnaire to select multiple answers for determining which threats or attacks might threaten their cloud platforms.

The result is shown in figure 6. The most serious security attack on cloud according to stakeholders’ perspective is Denial of Service DoS (43.9%), then phishing (34.6%), and Theft of Service (30.8%).

Q4. Select approaches that have been introduced by your institution to ensure security in cloud computing.

The figure below shows the distribution of protection mechanisms and approaches adopted by surveyed universities in order to protect data and cloud services.

The encryption and hash calculation methods are the most common solutions (25%) to assure the cloud security. Another suggested schemes such as secure framework (16.8%), proposed algorithm from literature (14%), recommended guidelines (13.1%), in addition to physical solutions like network isolation and firewalls. Finally, as was mentioned before, unfortunately, more than 25% participants in the questionnaire are not familiar with security approached and methods used in their universities to protect cloud and prevent any expected attack.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

At the end of this study, a few baseline recommendations for cloud administrators within universities for adapting secure cloud computing are presented.

1. The first consideration is to educate the stakeholders adequately on cloud services used in their own network and provide them primary notifications related to security issues. It is recommended to follow security-related guidelines and standards for achieving secure environments such as NIST guidelines for security and privacy.

2. The institution’s network must be prepared for cloud computing. This means the network equipment such as routers and firewalls should be configured with critical rules to make cloud network more secure and reach the expected performance. Additionally, setup up network isolation techniques like VPN, VLAN, etc.

3. Make sure that IT administrator able to control and
manage cloud’s items and services when concluding the contract agreement with the service provider.
4. An agreement with a third party to perform audits on a regular basis to monitor the performance and compliance of the service provider to the agreed terms.
5. Monitor periodically the performance of available cloud services and resources that have been launched and make a change as required. This procedure may reduce security threats and risks.
6. Applying a threat assessment strategy is an urgent requirement. Sometimes stakeholders were not aware of particular threats to cloud infrastructure. This requires finding a way to discover threats and avoid them before their occurrence. These measures should be taken specially to address potential internal threats.
7. Data and applications in the cloud environment must be classified based on their values according to their importance and sensitivity, not all data stored in the cloud are rated as top secure data. Remember that the use of security tools always affect on the system performance and efficiency.
8. Backup and recovery schemes must be provided to prevent data loss.
9. A proper authentication, authorization, and access security tools and mechanisms should be implemented and regularly monitored.
10. Provide suite strong encryption protocols and key management for data at rest, in transit, and on the backup state.
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8. CONCLUSION
Cloud computing represents an opportunity for universities to take advantages of the enormous benefits of cloud services and resources in the educational process. However, the cloud users remain concerned about security issues that represent the major obstacle that may prohibit the adoption of cloud computing on a large scale.

In this paper, the authors have provided an overview of cloud computing benefits for key stakeholders in the higher educational institution.

The limitations of cloud service models were investigated in addition to challenges and risks threaten cloud computing.

This study shows that the stakeholders are not familiar with possible security risks or procedures used to protect data or cloud application. Furthermore, it indicates that the most serious attacks might threaten cloud networks are Denial of Service (DoS) and phishing attacks.

A comprehensive list of recommendations has been provided to avoid security risks efficiently when adopting cloud computing in educational institutions.

In the future research, the security risks and challenges of virtualization technology will be covered in details to provide a secure infrastructure for IaaS service in the Educational cloud. In addition to focusing on improving QoS provided in cloud computing.
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